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Abstract—Immersive Virtual Reality applied to exercise games
has a unique potential to both guide and motivate users in performing physical exercise. Advances in modern machine learning
open up new opportunities for more significant intelligence in
such games. To this end, we investigate the following research
question: What if we could train a virtual robot arm to guide
us through physical exercises, compete with us, and test out
various double-jointed movements? This paper presents a new
game mechanic driven by artificial intelligence to visually assist
users in their movements through the Unity Game Engine,
Unity Ml-Agents, and the HTC Vive Head-Mounted Display. We
discuss how deep reinforcement learning through Proximal Policy
Optimization and Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning
can be applied to complete physical exercises from the same
immersive virtual reality game. We examine our mechanics with
four users through protecting a virtual butterfly with an agent
that visually helps users as a cooperative “ghost arm” and an
independent competitor. Our results suggest that deep learning
agents are effective at learning game exercises and may provide
unique insights for users.
Index Terms—Exercise Games (Exergames), Serious Games,
Head Mounted Display (HMD), Immersive Virtual Reality (iVR),
Project Butterfly (PBF), Machine Learning, Deep Reinforcement
Learning, Imitation Learning, Artificial Intelligence

I. I NTRODUCTION
Physical activity is an essential part of daily living, yet
48.3% of the 40 million older adults in the United States
are classified as inactive [1], [2]. Inactivity leads to a decline
of health with signification motor degradation: a loss of
coordination, movement speed, gait, balance, muscle mass,
and cognition [1]–[3]. The medical benefits of regular physical
activity include weight loss and reduction in the risk of
heart disease and certain cancers [4]. However, compliance
in performing regular physical activity often lacks due to
high costs, lack of motivation, lack of accessibility, and low
education [2]. As a result, exercise is often perceived as a
chore rather than a fun activity.
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Immersive Virtual Reality (iVR) and the increasingly recent
use of games for health and well-being have shown great
promise in addressing these issues. The ability to create
stimulating and re-configurable virtual worlds has been shown
to improve exercise compliance, accessibility, and performance
analysis [5]–[7]. Other studies have suggested that engaging
in a virtual environment during treatment can distract from
pain and discomfort while motivating the user to achieve
their personal goals [8], [9]. Additional success has been
reported in using virtual environments for a broad range of
health interventions from a psychological and a physiological
perspective [10], [11]. Some of the biggest challenges that
these studies found were technological constraints such as cost,
inaccurate motion capture, non-user friendly systems, and a
lack of accessibility [6], [12], [13].
The past five years have seen explosive growth of iVR
systems, stemming from a projected 200 million head-mounted
displays systems sold on the consumer market since 2016
[14]. This mass adoption has been in part due to a decrease
in hardware cost and a corresponding increase in usability.
From these observations, we argue that the integration of
iVR as a serious game for health can offer a cost-effective
and more computationally adept option for exercise. These
systems provide a method for conveying 6-DoF information
(position and rotation), while also learning from user behavior
and movement. While there has been a number of works in
exploring iVR environments for physical exercise [5], [7],
[11], we present our paper as an exploration of making these
environments more physically intelligent through machine
learning. Specifically, we leverage the integration of the Unity
Game Engine, ML-Agents, Deep Reinforcement Learning,
and a custom in-house iVR exercise game. Through these
technologies, we examine how neural network agents can
augment a playable experience where a virtual robot arm
assists user exercise masked as a task of protecting butterflies
from incoming projectiles.
A. Virtual Reality and Machine Learning
Virtual games provide controlled environments and simulations for a wide range of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning applications. Game AI has been extensively
researched from mechanical control, behavior learning, player

modeling, procedural content, and assisted gameplay [15].
Applying machine learning to the virtual game domain opens
up a playground for researchers to find appropriate learning
techniques and solve various reward-based tasks [16]. For
example, Conde et al showcased reinforcement learning for
behavioral animation of autonomous virtual agents in a town
[17]. Huang et al demonstrated imitation learning through
a 2D GUI to control a Matlab simulated robot in sorting
objects [18]. Yeh et al explored Microsoft Kinect exercise
with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for quantified
balance performance [19]. Additionally, agent learning in an
iVR environment may be especially advantageous for assistive
applications.
The computational requirements and data-throughput of
modern iVR systems can be leveraged to analyze therapeutic
gamification [7], [20], [21], postural analysis [22], and accuracy for research data collections [23]. This is important
because iVR systems must have accurate motion capture and
low latency of a user’s position and rotation from the physical
world to reduce motion sickness [24]. As a result, iVR systems
are becoming more powerful, immersive, accurate at capturing
user behavior, and affordable to the average consumer [14].
Some researchers are recognizing the potential of utilizing
machine learning and AI with iVR systems. Zhang et al
explored an iVR environment for human demonstrated robot
skill acquisition [25]. The authors describe a deep neural
network policy to solve this problem for training teleoperation
robotics and illustrate that mapping policies of learning using
VR HMDs is challenging. Through utilizing an HTC Vive,
PR2 Telepresence Robot, and a Primesense 3d camera, the
authors successfully trained their neural network to control a
robot by collecting user 6-DoF pose and color depth images
of player movement. In terms of utilizing machine learning
to support player movement, we found two recent studies
through our literature review. Kastanis et al described a method
of reinforcement learning for training virtual characters to
guide participants to a location in an iVR environment [26].
The authors used presence theory to predict uncomfortable
interpersonal distance for human players and successfully
incentivized study participants to move away from trained
virtual agents. And Rovira et al examined how reinforcement
learning could be used to guide user movement in iVR through
projecting a 6-DoF predictive path for user collision avoidance
[27].
While several works have been explored in utilizing machine learning for games, and researchers have started looking
at iVR as a medium for human-agent learning, there have been
few works exploring agents for iVR exergaming. iVR exercises
can provide a vehicle for real-time motion capture and inverse
kinematics of player movement. Such data could enable the
analysis of confounding postural issues, such as slouched
backs and other movement biases, and could adapt the game in
real-time to maximize exercise outcome. With these previous
works in mind, we consider the following question: what if
we could have a predictive model that could inform us of our
movement trajectory in a virtual exercise game?

B. Study Goals and Contribution
The prior work discussed in this section has demonstrated
that deep reinforcement learning can enable promising predictive models for system control and user behavior. Little
work has been done in exploring machine learning from
6-DoF user exercise movement (or movement in general)
for iVR experiences. Through this project, which we call
“Illumination Butterfly (IB),” we aim to explore how deep
reinforcement learning can inform iVR exergames in terms of
user movements and game mechanics. Specifically, the goals
of this study are to:
1) Examine Deep Reinforcement Learning for a DoubleJointed Virtual Arm to model physical exercise movements through 6-DoF interaction with Immersive Virtual
Environments.
2) Explore the capabilities of Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL) and Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO) for learning in-game physical exercises.
3) Evaluate the trained agent for cooperative and competitive exercise applications between human users.
Our serious game explores neural network-driven 3DUI
interaction techniques by using two emergent machine learning
algorithms (GAIL and PPO) to see how a virtual robot arm
can both cooperatively and competitively guide users in their
movements. This project stems from previous iVR games designed through the interpretation of exercise theory and human
anatomy. We expand our work from Elor et al’s previous
exploration into serious games for upper-extremity exercise
movement: a multi-year interdisciplinary exploration between
local healthcare professionals, roboticists, game developers,
and disability learning centers at Santa Cruz, California [7],
[28]–[31]. Through leveraging machine learning, we hope to
enable Project IB as a new computational experience to understand human exercise and robotic behavior via virtual butterfly.
This project may be a step forward for other researchers
interested in integrating “physical intelligence” via predictive
models of user movement for other iVR exergames.
II. S YSTEM D ESIGN
The system in this paper is based on “Project Butterfly”
(PBF), a serious iVR game for exercise previously explored
by Elor et al [28]. We heavily modified PBF to create a
new gaming experience directed at AI guided upper extremity
exercises. Our version of PBF was developed in the Unity
2019.2.18f1 Game Engine with SteamVR 2.0 and incorporates
the HTC Vive Pro 2018 by Valve Corporation, a highly
adopted commercial VR system that uses outside-in tracking
through a constellation of “lighthouse” laser systems for pose
collection in a 3D 4x4m space [14], [32], [33]. Vive has been
verified in previous studies to analyze therapeutic gamification
[7], [20], [21], postural analysis [22], and accuracy for research
data collections [23].
The objective of the game is to protect a virtual butterfly from inclement weather and projectiles by covering the
avatar with a translucent “bubble shield” using the HTC Vive

Controller. Thus the player is required to follow the path of
the butterfly with plus or minus 0.1 meters, which enables
the dynamic control of pace and position for a prescribed
exercise. The player is awarded a score point for every half
second they successfully protect the butterfly, with both audio
and haptic feedback to notify them that they were successful.
By protecting the butterfly, the world around them changes
- meadows become brighter, trees grow, and the rain slows
down. Conversely, if the butterfly is not protected, no positive
feedback occurs - the world does not change. The game can
be tailored to each player’s speed and range of motion through
a dynamic evaluator interface. Previously, PBF was explored
with post-stroke and older users to analyze the feasibility of
the game with exo-skeletal assistance for two exercises [28] by
Elor et al, but was not designed or tested for neural network
guided upper extremity movements varying custom exercise
movements as reported in this paper.
To explore the application of deep-learning agents for visually guided upper-limb exercise, we created a new modified
version of PBF, which included the following changes from
the previous version:
1) A modified “Reacher Agent,” a double-jointed arm controlled by predictive torque [34], was added into the
player controller with the reward given when protecting
a virtual butterfly.
2) A training scene for 16 parallel agents and three butterfly
movements was created, as shown in Figure 1.
3) A “ghost arm” game mechanic was added for user visual
guided movements with the original PBF game modes,
and a “human vs agent” game mode was added for
competitive analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, this study is one of the first
to leverage an immersive VR HMD such as the HTC Vive
with deep reinforcement learning to examine visually assisting
agents for exergaming.

Fig. 1. Project IB Training Scene and AI Agents. Agents act as a doublejointed virtual arm with observation on the shoulder, elbow, and end effector
joints. Sixteen agents were set up in parallel to train through the python mlagents library with an action space of +/- 1.0 for actuating pitch and roll
torques on the elbow and shoulder joints, respectively. A reward of +0.01
is given to the agent per every frame the end effector successfully remains
on the butterfly. The training scene tasks agents to collectively learn three
exercise movements: Horizontal Shoulder Rotation, Forward Arm Raise, and
Side Arm Raise.

A. Machine Learning Environment and Agent Design
Project IB has been fully integrated with Unity ML-Agents,
an open-source Unity plugin that enables games and simulations to serve as environments for training intelligent agents.
The experimental plugin enables a python server to train agents
in development environments through reinforcement learning,
imitation learning, neuroevolution, and other emerging Tensorflow based algorithms [32], [35], [36]. We targeted upperextremity torque and angular momentum as metrics to predict
for our model. Having our AI model examine these metrics
at the elbow and shoulder joints is advantageous. Torque is
important as it used to describe the movement and force
produced by the muscles surrounding the joint [37]–[40].
Prior research has examined the torque of upper-body exercise
for more in-depth injury assessment; for example, Perrin et
al demonstrated that bilateral torque enables clinicians to
more accurately set guidelines in the rehabilitation of varying
athletic groups [41]. Additionally, angular momentum provides
a metric to monitor user movement performance over several
exercises, ensuring safety and preventing overuse [42]. Several

Fig. 2. Project IB Imitation Learning and User Demonstration. A user
demonstrates how to protect a butterfly. Vive Trackers are placed on the
user’s shoulder and elbow joints to record fixed joint movement dynamics.
The agent is set to heuristic control to observe the user’s joint torques, angular
momentum, and hand (bubble) position. A reward of +0.01 is given to the
user per every frame the bubble successfully remains on the butterfly. The
recorded demonstration is then used to augment reward during parallel agent
training with GAIL & PPO.

other studies have explored the benefits of quantifying angular
momentum for robotic assistance [43], the severity of lower
body gait impairment [44], [45], and how it contributes to
whole-body muscle movement [46]. Predicting average torque
and angular momentum through an AI model may hopefully
provide insights for user movements and future assistive
robotic design for Project Butterfly to be re-evaluated with
exo-skeletal assistance [28], [47].
With our target predictions in mind, we chose to utilize
the Unity Ml-Agents Reacher Agent and Deep Deterministic
Continuous Control as it observes and predicts agent fixed

Fig. 3. Project IB exercise movements for Horizontal Shoulder Rotation
(HSR), Forward Arm Raise (FAR), and Side Arm Raise (SAR). Movement
directions are indicated by the labels ABC followed by CBA for one repetition.

joint dynamics to complete a given virtual task [35], [36]. We
modified the agent to act as a double-jointed virtual arm with
specific control and observation on the shoulder, elbow, and
end effector joints. This allows our agents to collectively learn
from an action space from +/- 1.0 where the agent observes
joint torques, angular momentum, and butterfly position to
predict shoulder and elbow torque. The agent was given a
+0.01 reward per every game engine frame update that the
bubble or end effector was successfully on the butterfly. Three
exercises were targeted for the agent to learn from Horizontal
Shoulder Rotation (HSR), Forward Arm Raise (FAR), and Side
Arm Raise (SAR), as shown in Figure 3. These movements
were chosen as they are considered conventional movement
modalities required for active daily living [28], [47].
To examine agent learning, we chose to explore two learning
algorithms: Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) and Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL). PPO is a
policy gradient method of reinforcement learning that allows
sampling parallel agent interaction with an environment and
optimizing the agents objective through stochastic gradient
descent [48]. GAIL is an imitation learning method where
inverse reinforcement learning is applied to augment the policy
reward signal through a recorded expert demonstration [49].
In short, GAIL provides a medium for the agent to imitate
the user’s exercise, and PPO helps the agent find the maximal
reward policy to protect the butterfly.
B. Agent Training
Two training sessions were examined through Project IB:
parallel agent training (as shown in Figure 1) with PPO only,
and PPO with GAIL. We examined the PPO only model to
determine the agent performance when solving for maximal reward and the GAIL + PPO model to see if user demonstrations
can influence the training process and or personalize agents
to the user’s movement biases. For GAIL, a demonstration
was recorded for each butterfly exercise movement by a
human demonstrator, as shown in Figure 2. To record human
demonstration, a user was tasked with demonstrating to the
agent how to protect the butterfly through arm movement.
Vive Trackers were placed at the user’s elbow and shoulder
joints for agent observation of movement dynamics. This was
achieved by creating virtual fixed joints in Unity and inputting

Fig. 4. Project IB Training Results from Tensorboard for one million steps.
Results are viewed from the cumulative 16 agents trained in parallel for the
three PBF exercises. The “PPO Only” model attained the highest reward with
a 11.4% increase compared the “GAIL + PPO” model. Darker lines indicate
smoothed results and lighter lines indicate raw data.

rigid body torque and angular momentum into the heuristic
agent model. Users demonstrated ideal movements to the agent
for about two minutes per exercise.
Training was done with sixteen agents in parallel, as
shown in Figure 1. Model parameters were tuned to each
trainer config.yaml file as recommended in the Unity MLAgents v3.X.X plugin [35], [36]. The training parameters
differed between “PPO Only” and ‘GAIL + PPO,” where
GAIL was added as a parameter to the PPO reward
signal with a strength of 1%. Full tuning parameters and
trained models can be found at https:// github.com/ avivelor/
UnityMachineLearningForProjectButterfly. Each training
model was run for one million steps at a time scale of 100
through the unity ml-agents API. This was equivalent to
about a couple hours of training per each model where agents
attempted to learn Horizontal Shoulder Rotation, Forward
Arm Raise, and Side Arm Raise.
C. Training Results
Training results between the two models can be seen in
Figure 4. Both models demonstrated a promising learning

Fig. 5. Project IB Cooperative Gameplay with Trained Agent. The user
controls the bubble shield through the controller as a transparent “ghost”
arm appears through the user to help guide and predict user movement in
protecting the butterfly.

rate through one million steps for the 16 parallel agents.
However, the “PPO Only” model attained the highest reward
with an 11.4% increase compared to the “GAIL + PPO”
model. This may imply that the human demonstrator was
imperfect in gameplay, and or the motion dynamics recorded
through the Vive Tracker require a higher precision. The
human demonstrator in Figure 2 attained a mean score of
48 between all three movements, which may suggest that
the GAIL + PPO model successfully imitated the user to
the best of their ability. While the imitation learning model
did receive less reward, the GAIL + PPO model may be
useful in understanding user movement bias and weakness.
Personalizing agents from user demonstrations may open up
pathways to autonomously adjust exercise difficulty around
user day-to-day movement capabilities. Subsequently, a future
evaluation must be done with a more significant amount of
users to understand the ability for personalization and tuning
user movement with GAIL as a reward parameter for training.
For the PPO Only model, the deep reinforcement learning
alone demonstrated that PPO is highly capable of learning
exercise movements by protecting the butterfly. When comparing the results of Figure 2 to the Reacher Agent reported
by Juliani et al on the Unity ML Agents Toolkit, the PPO Only
model for Project IB received a 41.2% increase in cumulative
reward [36]. This may suggest that games like PBF may be an
ideal environment for utilizing double-jointed movements, as
it was designed for upper-extremity exercise by Elor et al [28].
With the training done, the double-jointed arm for Project IB
was then used to provide visual guidance for iVR exercise
with PBF. Guidance was done by overlaying the IB Agent
as a transparent “ghost arm” as shown in Figure 5. With the
agents successfully trained, we moved on to perform a small
pilot study to see how the PPO Only model competed with
human agents.

III. U SER S TUDY
For this study’s scope, we sought to explore how our trained
PPO agent would compare to human players. Four users
from the University of California Santa Cruz were recruited
to compete against the trained “PPO only” model in PBF.
Participants were adult college students from UCSC (one
female, three males, with a mean age of 23.5 years old and
1.73 age standard deviation). Each exercise was played for one
minute at ten repetitions per minute. A score point is awarded
for every crystal the user blocks with the bubble shield on
the butterfly. A research administrator was always present to
monitor user experience and followed a strict written protocol
when interacting with users. Specifically, user testing sessions
consisted of the following protocol steps:
1) Preparation: The study administrator sanitized the iVR
equipment, made sure all equipment was fully charged,
and personally ran a session of Project IB to check the
quality of motion capture data communication.
2) Introduction: The administrator instructed the user to
remain still and relax. The user was verbally informed
about the three exercise movements and the goal of
protecting the butterfly. The user was then given a one
minute tutorial for each exercise to protect the butterfly
with the cooperative IB Agent “ghost arm.” An example
of this stage can be seen in Figure 5.
3) Rest: The user was instructed to relax for 90 seconds
before performing the exercise with Project IB. This was
done before every new exercise was administered.
4) Exercise: Users completed 60 seconds of gameplay
while competing against the Project IB agent, and the
user’s final game score was recorded. Upon completion
of one set, the Rest stage was repeated. An example
of this stage can be seen in Figure 6. This stage was
repeated until the user successfully completed all three
exercises during competition with the agent.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Each of the four users from the pilot user study successfully
competed with the Project IB agent. The resulting final scores
between the users and agent can be seen in Table I. The Project
IB agent was able to complete exercises just as well (and
even slightly better) than the users for the Horizontal Shoulder
Rotation movements. Nevertheless, gameplay indicated that
the users were able slightly to outperform the agent for the
Forward Arm Raise and Side Arm Raise exercises. Side arm
raise appeared to have the highest standard deviation for the
agent and the users, indicating a mixed performance. All users
reported that they felt the movements were “tiring” at the speed
of ten repetitions per minute (requiring a slow and controlled
movement in following the butterfly).
While the initial results of Project IB were promising, there
are many limitations to consider. More users must compete
with both the “PPO Only” and the “PPO + GAIL” models to
understand the efficacy of these models as well as exploring
unlearned exercises. More demonstrations and imitation learning tuning parameters should be explored with GAIL, such that

Fig. 6. Project IB Competitive Gameplay with Trained Agent. The user
competes with the Project IB agent to collect the most crystals while
protecting the butterfly. The agent is set to the right of the user and is tasked
with protecting it’s own butterfly. Crystal paths and human vs agent avatar
representation are shown in the scene and game view.
Exercise
Horizontal Shoulder Rotation
Forward Arm Raise
Side Arm Raise

User Score
46.6 (1.15)
45.6 (0.58)
33.3 (4.04)

Agent Score
47.3 (0.58)
44.0 (1.00)
31.0 (1.73)

TABLE I
R ESULTS IN [ MEAN ( STANDARD DEVIATION )] FORMAT FOR HUMAN
VERSUS AGENT GAMEPLAY. U SERS WERE ADULT COLLEGE STUDENTS
FROM UCSC (N=4, F=1, M=3, AGE =23.5 +/- 1.73). E ACH EXERCISE
WAS PLAYED FOR ONE MINUTE AT 10 REPS PER MINUTE . O NE SCORE
POINT IS AWARDED PER EVERY CRYSTAL THE USER BLOCKS WITH THE
BUBBLE SHIELD ON THE BUTTERFLY.

each model is tailored to each user’s movement capabilities
for a normalized comparison. Furthermore, a more in-depth
investigation must be done to understand the effects of the
cooperative “ghost arm” agent to examine if it is assistive
from a presence, immersion, embodiment, and self-reported
performance perspective. For example, how does the ghost arm
compare to the visual guidance from crystals or no guidance at
all? These limitations are being considered for future studies
with our pilot data in mind.
V. C ONCLUSION
Through this paper, we presented a novel game mechanic for
iVR exercise games that employed deep reinforcement learning and immersive virtual environments to learn from and help
guide double-jointed exercise movements. We demonstrated
how to convert a previously explored iVR exercise game for
machine learning agents. We showcased a methodology of utilizing Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning and Proximal
Policy Optimization to exercise with virtual butterflies. We
examined two differing models for training our agents, with
and without imitation learning. We demonstrated a promising
learning rate through training 16 agents in parallel throughout
one million steps. We evaluated one of the trained models with
a set of four young adults to explore competitive applications
with the agent as a game mechanic. The results suggest that

with the right training parameters, the model can compete
with and adhere to human-level performance in iVR for some
exercises after a single training session.
In the future, we hope to explore unlearned exercises and
validate a greater range of deep learning models through
more extensive user testing to examine its effects on user
performance, immersion, and self-reported perception. Our
long term goal is to develop an at-home recovery game that
uses machine learning to adapt exercise difficulty and assistance. Subsequently, we plan to explore more machine learning
algorithms and input parameters such as biofeedback and
musculoskeletal simulation to inform of gameplay progression.
The incorporation of predictive runtime models to identify
muscle weaknesses may further aid in custom movements for
an individual user to help maximize their exercise by ensuring
the targeted muscles are being used for a given movement. To
this end, there are more butterflies to learn from as we continue
working towards achieving greater physical intelligence.
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